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		React 16 Tooling covers the most important tools, utilities, and libraries that every React developer needs to know - in detail.

	
		Key Features

		
			Each chapter presents meta-development solutions to help React developers
	
			The tools used are presented in a practical, solution-oriented approach with no fluff
	
			The chapters are arranged in a logical order that mirrors a typical React development workflow, but you are free to tweak the approaches discussed to fit your own unique style


	
		Book Description

	
		React 16 Tooling covers the most important tools, utilities, and libraries that every React developer needs to know - in detail. As React has grown, the amazing toolset around it has also grown, adding features and enhancing the development workflow. Each of these essential tools is presented in a practical manner and in a logical order mirroring the development workflow. These tools will make your development life simpler and happier, enabling you to create better and more performant apps.

	
		Adam starts with a hand-picked selection of the best tools for the React 16 ecosystem. For starters, there's the create-react-app utility that's officially supported by the React team. Not only does this tool bootstrap your React project for you, it also provides a consistent and stable framework to build upon. The premise is that when you don't have to think about meta development work, more focus goes into the product itself.

	
		Other React tools follow this same approach to automating and improving your development life. Jest makes unit testing quicker. Flow makes catching errors easier. Docker containers make deployment in a stack simpler. Storybook makes developing components straightforward. ESLint makes writing standardized code faster. The React DevTools plugin makes debugging a cinch. React 16 Tooling clears away the barriers so you can focus on developing the good parts. In this book, we'll look at each of these powerful tools in detail, showing you how to build the perfect React ecosystem to develop your apps within.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Bootstrap a React application using create-react-app
	
			Isolate React component development using Storybook
	
			Write effective unit tests for your React components using Jest
	
			Ensure that your component code is to standard using ESLint
	
			Use browser extensions and built-in component instrumentation to debug React applications
	
			Enable type safety in React components with Flowtype
	
			Deploy React applications inside a Docker container as part of a larger application stack


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		This book is for React developers of any skill level who want to make their lives easier. It helps to have some familiarity with React, but if you are an experienced web developer looking at React, then this book will show you how to build a resilient toolset around you before you begin.

	
		Table of Contents

		
			Creating a Personalized React Development Ecosystem
	
			Efficiently Bootstrapping React Applications with Create React App
	
			Getting the Most from Development Mode and Mastering Hot Reloading
	
			Optimizing Test-Driven React Development
	
			Streamlining Development and Refactoring with Type-Safe React Components
	
			Enforcing Code Quality to Improve Maintainability
	
			Isolate Components with Storybook
	
			Debugging Components in the Browser
	
			Instrumenting Application State with Redux
	
			Building and Deploying Static Applications With Gatsby
	
			Building and Deploying React Applications with Docker Containers
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Professional Hibernate (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
What is this book about?
    This book is written for professional Java developers who already understand how to build server-side Java applications.Ð’  The book assumes no previous experience with Hibernate, thoughÐ’ readers should have aÐ’ general familiarity with databases and Web development.    
...
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Developing Mainframe Java ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Developing Mainframe Java Applications provides big iron data processors with a reference and
learning tool they can use to write Java programs that run under OS/390. The thrust of the book is to
describe Java in the language of the mainframe professional and to show how such professionals
would develop Java applications for the IBM...
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M Is for (Data) Monkey: A Guide to the M Language in Excel Power QueryHoly Macro! Books, 2015

	Power Query is one component of the Power BI (Business Intelligence) product from Microsoft, and “M” is the name of the programming language created by it. As more business intelligence pros begin using Power Pivot, they find that they do not have the Excel skills to clean the data in Excel; Power Query solves this problem. This book...
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Digital Signal Processing and Applications with the TMS320C6713 and TMS320C6416 DSK (Topics in Digital Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
With the first edition widely accepted as the most extensive teaching text available, this valuable Second Edition has been fully updated to be compatible with the latest version (3.1) of Texas Instruments Code Composer Studio (CCS) development environment. Maintaining the original's comprehensive, hands-on approach that has made it an instructor's...
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The Crowded Hour: Theodore Roosevelt, the Rough Riders, and the Dawn of the American CenturyScribner, 2019

	A NEW YORK TIMES 100 NOTABLE BOOKS OF 2019 SELECTION

	

	The dramatic story of the most famous regiment in American history: the Rough Riders, a motley group of soldiers led by Theodore Roosevelt, whose daring exploits marked the beginning of American imperialism in the 20th century. 
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Schaum's Outline of Mathematica, 2ed (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
Master Mathematica with Schaum's, the high-performance study guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and achieve your personal best on exams and projects!
Students love Schaum's Outlines because they produce results. Each year, hundreds of thousands of students improve their test scores and final grades with these...
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